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Abstract 
David, E. and M. Erne, Ideal completion and Stone representation of ideal-distributive ordered 
sets, Topology and its Applications 44 (1992) 95-113. 
A quasiordered set 0 (qoset for short) is ideal-distributive iff 09, the lattice of ideals in the sense 
of Frink, is distributive. The principal ideal embedding of Q in Q4 is characterized by certain 
density properties, by extremal conditions and by a universal property. The reflector J from the 
category of qosets and ideal-continuous maps (where inverse images of ideals are ideals) to the 
category of algebraic lattices and join-preserving maps has several interesting subreflectors, for 
example, from the category of certain ideal-distributive qosets (including all bounded distributive 
lattices) to the subcategory of algebraic frames, Generalizing the classical Stone duality for 
distributive (semi-)lattices, we establish a dual equivalence between the category of ideal-distribu- 
tive posets with so-called n-stable ideal-continuous maps and the category of pairs (X, 3) where 
% is a base of a sober topology on X and 3 is meet-dense in the collection of all compact open 
sets; morphisms in this category preserve the distinguished bases under inverse images. We also 
study a self-dual notion of distributivity for qosets, compare it with ideal-distributivity and 
determine the corresponding Stone representation. 
Keywords: Qoset, poset, completion, ideal, ideal-distributive, ideal-continuous, join- and meet- 
dense, join- and meet-stable, Stone space, reflective subcategory, duality. 
AM.5 (MOS) Subj. Class.: 06A10, 06B10, 06D05. 
Introduction and order-theoretical preliminaries 
Notational remark. It will be convenient (though perhaps a bit uncommon) to write 
functions on the right and to omit brackets; each function f gives rise to an image 
map f + (where Af + = {uf: a E A}) and an inverse image map f - (where Bf = 
{a: uf s B}) between the corresponding power sets. 
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In this paper, we study ideals in quasiordered sets (qosets for short) and extend 
the classical Stone representation theory for distributive (semi-)lattices (cf. 
[14, 16, 191) to the setting of partially ordered sets (posers). By a quasiorder we 
mean a reflexive and transitive relation, indicated by the symbol s ; a partial order 
is an antisymmetric quasiorder. The main tool for generalizations from lattices to 
qosets is a systematical use of the lower bound operator 1 and the upper bound 
operator u as substitutes for meets and joins, respectively (cf. [6]). By definition, 
B1={a~Q:a~bforall bEB} 
is the set of all lower bounds for B, and 
Bu={aEQ:b~a forall bEB} 
is the set of all upper bounds. We write al for {a}l, the principal ideal, and au for 
{a}~, the principal dual ideal generated by a. Notice that an element Q is a meet 
(injimum, greatest lower bound) of B iff al = Bl, and that a is a join (supremum, 
least upper bound) of B iff au = Bu. Subsets of the form Bl are called (lower) cuts 
or normal ideals (cf. [5,7]). In a poset, meets and joins are unique, and we write 
a = Bl\ if a is the meet of B, i.e., al = Bl, 
a = BV if a is the join of B, i.e., au = Bu. 
The cut Bl is not to be confused with the lower end closure 
Throughout this paper, we mean by a A -semilattice a meet-semilattice with greatest 
element, that is, a poset in which every finite subset has a meet. Dually, v-semilattices 
are always assumed to have least elements. 
Generalizing the topological notion of bases, we call a subset B of a qoset Q a 
join-base of Q if for all a, c E Q with a g c, there exists a b E B with b s a but b 6 c. 
This is tantamount to saying that B is join-dense in Q, i.e., each element of Q is a 
join of elements from B. More generally, a map f between qosets is said to be 
join-dense iff so is its image in the codomain. Meet-bases and meet-density are 
defined dually. We observe that a join-base B of Q is also a meet-base of Q iff for 
all a E B( !) and all c E Q with a R c, there exists a b E B such that a R b and c s b. 
If each element of Q is a join, respectively meet, of a jinite subset of B, then we 
speak of a jinitely join-dense (v -dense), respectively, jinitely meet-dense (A -dense) 
subset; finitely join- respectively meet-dense maps are defined analogously. Notice 
that join- respectively meet-density is not transitive. These properties will play a 
central role in the subsequent considerations. For example, a complete lattice C is 
algebraic iff the set C% of all compact elements is join-dense in C. If, in addition, 
the set CX is closed under finite meets, then C is said to be coherent (cf. [2]) or 
arithmetic (cf. [ 131). 
By an (order) embedding of a qoset Q into a qoset R, we mean a map e : Q + R 
such that a < b in Q iff ae 4 be in R (notice that only in case of posets, this forces 
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e to be one-to-one). A join-dense embedding of a qoset into a complete lattice is 
referred to as a join-completion (cf. Schmidt [IS]). A natural quasiorder between 
embeddings is introduced by setting e of iff there exists an embedding g withf= eg. 
If there is even an isomorphism g with f = eg, then e and f are said to be equivalent. 
By a well-known result due to Banaschewski [l], a set of representatives for the 
join-completions of a qoset Q is formed by the so-called principal completions of Q, 
i.e., embeddings of Q into closure systems such that each element u is mapped to 
its principal ideal al, and this is the closure of {a}. Indeed, any join-completion 
e : Q + C is equivalent to exactly one principal completion, namely the embedding 
e,:Q + Ye,, u++ul 
where 
Observe that es f iff ‘Xe, G %‘,. In particular, e and f are equivalent iff es f and 
f s e (sort of Cantor-Schriider-Bernstein Theorem for join-completions). When we 
speak of a greatest or a least join-completion with a certain property, then we refer 
to this quasiorder. Thus, for example, the normal completion or completion by cuts, 
QN={Bl: BG Q}={Aul: AL Q} 
is the smallest closure system containing all principal ideals of Q, and consequently, 
the corresponding principal completion e : Q + QJV” is a least join-completion of Q. 
1. Ideal completions 
There are several possibilities to introduce ideals for quasiordered sets Q. We 
follow Frink’s suggestion [ 121 to call a subset J or Q an ideal if J = Ji, where for 
any B c Q, Bi denotes the union of all cuts FuZ for finite subsets F of B. In fact, 
Bi is the ideal generated by B, so i is a closure operator. Observe that Fi = Ful for 
finite subsets F of Q, and that each directed union of ideals is an ideal. The collection 
Q.9 of all ideals is the smallest algebraic closure system containing each principal 
ideal 
ul={u}l={u}uf={u}i (uEQ). 
In particular, Q9 is always an algebraic (= compactly generated) lattice, sometimes 
referred to as the ideal completion of Q (cf. [6-8, 111). 
The question which morphisms between qosets extend to join-preserving maps 
between their ideal completions has been answered, in a more general setting, in 
[8]: these are precisely the so-called ideal-continuous maps, which may be character- 
ized by the topologically flavoured condition that inverse images of (principal) 
ideals are ideals, or equivalently, by the condition that for all (finite) subsets of the 
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domain, the image of the ideal closure is contained in the ideal closure of the image. 
A quick computation gives: 
Proposition 1.1. A map e between qosets Q and R is an ideal-continuous embedding 
iff Fi = Fe+ie- for all (jinite) F G Q. 
It is easy to see that the category J of v -semilattices and maps preserving finite 
joins is a full subcategory of the categories Q and P of qosets, respectively posets, 
and ideal-continuous maps. Moreover, the category CJ of complete lattices and 
maps preserving arbitrary joins as well as its full subcategory A of algebraic lattices 
are (nonfull) reflective subcategories of J, but also of the larger categories Q and 
P, via the ideal reflector 4 which assigns to each ideal-continuous map h : Q+ R 
the join-preserving map 
h4:Q9+R9, JHJh+i. 
The reflection morphisms are the ideal-continuous principal ideal embeddings 
eo:Q+Q.9, a++ai. 
More precisely, from the general theory of standard completions developed in [S] 
and [9], one concludes for the special case of ideal completions: 
Proposition 1.2. A map h between qosets Q and R is ideal-continuous ifs there exists 
a (unique) join-preserving map g: Q9 + R9 with cog = he, (namely g = h4). 
Moreover, h9 is onto iff h is finitely join-dense, and h4 is an embedding iff h is one. 
Similarly, a map f from a qoset Q into a complete lattice C is ideal-continuous ifs 
f”:Q-a-C, B++Bf+V 
is the unique join-preserving map g : Q9 + C with f = cog. Moreover, f” is onto iflf is 
join-dense, andf” is an embedding #for all a E Q and B E Q9, af s Bf’ implies a E B. 
The latter condition entails that f is an embedding of Q, but not conversely. 
Motivated by these results, we call a map e from a qoset Q into a complete lattice 
C a universal ideal completion if it is ideal-continuous and every ideal-continuous 
map f from Q into a complete lattice D factorizes uniquely through e, i.e., there is 
a unique join-preserving g : C + D such that f = eg. Below we give various alternative 
descriptions of universal ideal completions. 
A join-completion e : Q -+ C will be called algebraic if its range consists of compact 
elements. Thus a lattice C is algebraic iff it is the codomain of some algebraic 
join-completion. Moreover, it is easy to see that a join-completion e is algebraic iff 
the corresponding closure system Ve, = {clee: c E C} is algebraic, i.e., closed under 
directed unions. 
Proposition 1.3. For a join-completion e : Q + C to be equivalent to the principal ideal 
embedding eo, each of the following conditions is necessary and suft?cient: 
(a) e corestricts to a meet-dense embedding of Q in CX. 
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(b) e is ideal-continuous and algebraic. 
(c) e is a universal ideal completion. 
(d) e is a greatest ideal-continuous join-completion. 
(e) e is a least algebraic join-completion. 
(f) e” is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Let (g) indicate the statement “e is equivalent to eo”. 
(g)+(a) It suffices to ensure the claimed property for e. instead of e. But the 
corestriction eo : Q + Q93’t is certainly meet-dense since each compact member of 
09, i.e., each finitely generated ideal, is a cut and therefore an intersection of 
principal ideals. 
(a)+(b) We have to show that for each c E C, the inverse image cle- is an ideal, 
that is, a directed union of cuts. Now J = cl n CX is an ideal, hence a directed 
subset of CX. Moreover, cle- is the union of the sets ble- with b E J. Indeed, b E J 
implies b G c, whence ble- c cle-, and conversely, a E cle- implies a E ble- for 
b = ae E J. It remains to verify that each of the sets ble- is a cut. But this follows 
from the fact that ble- is the intersection of the principal ideals dl with d E Q and 
b =S de. Indeed, a & ble- means ae % b, and by meet-density of e: Q+ CX, this is 
equivalent to b G de and ae % de, i.e., a E dl for some d E Q. 
(b)+(c) By Proposition 1.1, we have 
Bi = Betie- = Be+ule- for BG Q, (1) 
because a E Be+uule- implies ae E Be’ul n CXG Be+i G Be’ul. 
Now let f: Q- D be any ideal-continuous (in particular isotone) map into a 
complete lattice D. We prove the implication 
aes Be” + af<Bf”. (2) 
By definition, aes Be” means ae E Be+ul, i.e., a E Be+ule- = Bi, and by ideal- 
continuity of J; it follows that a E Bi G Bf ‘if -s Bf +ulf -, i.e., af s Bf “. 
Next, if g is any join-preserving map with f = eg then by join-density of e, 
bg is the join of the elements uf with ae G b. (3) 
On the other hand, if we define g by (3), then g satisfies the equation f = eg (because 
f is isotone), and g preserves arbitrary joins: again by join-density of e, we find for 
A G C a set B 5 Q with Be+z Ai and AV = BeV, whence by (2), AVg = Be”g< 
Bf” = Be+g+V G Ag”. The inequality Ag” G AVg is clear since g is isotone. 
(c)a(d) If f is any ideal-continuous join-completion of Q, then f = eof”, and 
as f is join-dense, f” is surjective. Hence the lower (= left) adjoint e off” is an 
embedding and satisfies fe = e. (see, for example, [9]). Thus f~ eo. 
(d)+(g) By the previous implications, ec, is also a greatest ideal-continuous 
join-completion. But eo G e G eo implies that e and e. are equivalent. 
(g)*(e) This is clear since Q-a is the smallest algebraic closure system containing 
the principal ideals of Q. 
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(e)+(g) Again, e and e. must be equivalent because both are least algebraic 
join-completions. 
(g)+(f) Any isomorphism g with e = eog preserves arbitrary joins, and since e. 
is ideal-continuous, so is e. Now the uniqueness statement in Proposition 1.2 entails 
g=e”. 
(f)*(g) The equation e = e”eo ensures that e and e. are equivalent. 0 
Corollary 1.4. A complete lattice C is isomorphic to the ideal completion Q9 of some 
qoset Q i#Q admits a meet-dense embedding in CX that is also a join-dense embedding 
in C. 
2. Join- and meet-stability 
Let us now turn to the question for which ideal-continuous maps h : Q+ R the 
extension h9 might preserve not only arbitrary joins but also finite meets. Even for 
maps between A-semilattices, the answer is not evident. 
Example 2.1. Consider the following rational complete chains: 
K ={1/2,1/4}u{1/2+1/2n: nEkJ}u{1/4-1/4n: nEN}, 
L={O, 1/2}u{1/2+1/2n: nEN}, 
and the set 
C=Kx{O}uLx{l}. 
Partially ordered componentwise by the usual < of the reals, C becomes a coherent 
lattice with the following diagram: 
b’ 
C 
d 
= (l/2,1) 
= (190) 
= (l/2,0) 
= (l/4,0) 
The subset 
D = C\{a, d} 
is a A-semilattice whose ideal completion is isomorphic to C. Similarly, 
B = D\{ c} 
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is a A-semilattice whose ideal completion is isomorphic to the algebraic (but not 
coherent) lattice 
A = C\{ c}. 
The inclusion map h from B into D is ideal-continuous and preserves finite meets. 
But the extension h.9, which is up to isomorphism the inclusion map from A into 
C, does not preserve all finite meets, as a A b = c in C, while a A b = d in A. 
This example shows that for an ideal-continuous A-semilattice homomorphism, 
the extension to the ideal completions need not preserve finite meets. 
A necessary condition for the ideal extension of an ideal-continuous map to 
preserve finite meets is certainly that it preserves finite intersections of principal 
ideals. This leads us to the following definition: Call a map h between qosets Q 
and R finitely meet-stable (A -stable) if 
Fh+l= Flh+i for all finite F c Q, 
and weakly ~-stable if 
Fh’l= Flh+ul for all finite F G Q. 
Notice that the latter equation is equivalent to 
Fh’lu = Flh+u for all finite FE Q, 
If h is A -stable, then Fh'l = Flh’i G Flh+ul, and the inclusion Flh+ G Flh+i = Fh+l 
yields Flh+ul C_ Fh+l. Hence every A-stable map is in fact weakly A-stable. But a 
weakly A-stable map need not be ~-stable, as the following example of a “kite” 
shows: 
Example 2.2. 
0 a 
: . 
This is an algebraic frame C, and the inclusion map from the poset Q = C\(a) of 
all compact elements into C is an ideal-continuous weakly ~-stable embedding e 
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that fails to be A -stable, because for F = {c E C: a < c}, we have Fe+1 = al = Fle'ul # 
Fle+i = {c E C: c < a}. The crucial obstacle is that Q is not a r\-semilattice (see 
Proposition 2.8). 
We say a map h : Q + R between qosets preserves finite meets or is A-preserving 
if for all a E Q and all finite F G Q, al = Fl implies ah1 = Fh+l. Concerning the dual 
notions of v-preserving maps and of (weak) v-stability, we notice the following facts: 
Proposition 2.3. For any map h between qosets Q and R, one has the implications 
v-stable 3 weakly v-stable j ideal-continuous + v-preserving. 
For maps between v -semilattices, all four properties are equivalent. 
Proof. The first implication is obtained by dualizing the above argument. 
For a weakly v-stable map h, the inclusion Fuh+c Fuh+lu = Fh+u shows that h 
must be isotone (i.e., order-preserving). Hence Fulh+ c Fuh+l= Fh+ul, proving 
ideal-continuity of h. That ideal-continuous maps preserve finite joins has already 
been observed earlier. Finally, we show that if a map h between A-semilattices Q 
and R preserves finite meets, then it is A-stable (from this, the last statement in 
Proposition 2.3 follows by duality). Using the fact that any finite subset F of Q as 
well as its image under h has a meet, we conclude Fh+l= Fh+/jl= FAhl= Flh+i. q 
Although A-stability and weak A-stability are not equivalent in general, these two 
properties are closely connected in the following sense: 
Proposition 2.4. A map h : Q- R is ideal-continuous and ~-stable ifs the composite 
map f = he, : Q+ R4 is ideal-continuous and weakly A -stable. In particular, the 
principal ideal embeddings eR are always weakly A -stable (but not necessarily 
A -stable). 
Proof. The equation {J}lf- = Jh- for each ideal J E Q9 shows that h is ideal- 
continuous iff so is J: For ideal-continuous h, we have the equivalences 
Fh+l= Flh+i a Ff’/j = Flf’v e Fftl= Flf+ul, 
showing that h is n-stable iff f is weakly A-stable. 0 
Let us call a qoset Q A- respectively v-stable iff so is the principal ideal 
embedding eo. 
The next proposition shows that Q is A-stable iff the dual qoset Q is v-stable; 
that Q is v-stable itf the embedding e. : Q + QAK is h-dense; that every 
A-semilattice is A-stable and every v-semilattice is v-stable; and finally, that every 
finite qoset and every bounded lattice is both A- and v-stable. 
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Proposition 2.5. For a qoset Q to be A -stable, it is necessary and sufhcient that for all 
finite F c Q, the cut Fl is finitely generated, i.e., Fl = Gul for some finite G c Q; in 
other words, that the intersection of a finite number of principal ideals is always a 
compact member of Q$. Dually, Q is v -stable ifffor all finite G G Q, there is a finite 
F c Q with Fl= Gul, i.e., Flu = Gu; this means that each compact member of Q9 is 
a finite intersection of principal ideals. 
More generally, an embedding h of Q in a bounded lattice L is A- (v -)stable ifSfor 
all finite F c Q (G s Q), there is a finite G s Q ( F s Q) with Fh+A = Gh V. Hence 
every v - (A -)dense embedding in L is A - (v -)stable. 
The proof of these facts is straightforward. 
Corollary 2.6. A qoset is both A - and v -stable ifs its compact ideals are precisely the 
finite intersections of principal ideals. This is suficient but not necessary for the ideal 
completion to be coherent. On the other hand, any qoset with coherent ideal completion 
is ~-stable, but not conversely. 
The A-semilattice D in Example 2.1 is not v-stable (the element a is compact in 
C = 09 but not a finite meet of elements from D), although C is coherent. On the 
other hand, the meet-semilattice B is trivially A-stable, but its ideal completion 
B4 = A is not coherent. 
Another consequence of Proposition 2.5 is the following characterization of A- 
and v-stable posets, respectively (use the fact that the finitely generated ideals form 
a v-semilattice, and the dual statement). 
Corollary 2.7. A poset is 
~-stable iff it is v - (and A-)dense in some A-semilattice, 
v-stable iff it is A- (and v-)dense in some v-semilattice, 
A - and v-stable iff it is v - and A -dense in some bounded lattice. 
The next remark shows that for an important class of maps, A-stability and weak 
~-stability are equivalent properties: 
Proposition 2.8. A weakly A -stable and ideal-continuous map h from a A -stable qoset 
Q into an arbitrary qoset R is A -stable. 
Proof. For finite F c Q, choose a finite G with Fl= Gul. Then, by weak ~-stability 
and ideal-continuity of h, Fh’l= Flh’ul= Gulh’ul= Gh+ul= Gh+i c Gulh+i = 
Flh’i c Flh+ul. 0 
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We have seen that every (weakly) v-stable map is ideal-continuous, and that the 
converse implication holds for maps between v -semilattices. This equivalence 
remains true in the more general setting of v-stable qosets, provided the maps in 
question are weakly A -stable: 
Proposition 2.9. A weakly A -stable ideal-continuous map h from a v-stable qoset Q 
into an arbitrary qoset R is v-stable. 
Proof. For finite F s Q, choose a finite G with FM = Glu, i.e., Ful= Gl. By ideal- 
continuity and weak A-stability of h, Fh+u = Fulh*u = Glh’u = Gh+lu, and Gh+ is 
a finite subset of Fuh+ (as G c Glu = Fu). Since h is isotone, this suffices for 
v-stability of h. 0 
Next, let us answer the question which ideal-continuous maps have ~-preserving 
extensions, at least for the case of v-stable domains (see also Proposition 3.2): 
Proposition 2.10. (1) An ideal-continuous map ffrom a qoset Q into a complete lattice 
C is weakly A -stable if3r the extension f” : Q.9 + C preserves finite meets of principal 
ideals; this is necessary and suficient forf” to preserve alljnite meets, provided Q is 
v-stable and C is algebraic. 
(2) An ideal-continuous map h : Q + R is ~-stable ifl the extension h9 preserves 
finite meets of principal ideals; this is necessary and suflcient for h9 to preserve all 
jinite meets, provided Q is v -stable. 
Proof. (1) By Proposition 1.2, f” preserves arbitrary joins, and f = eof “. Hence the 
equation Ff+l = Flf+ul is equivalent to Fe&f “‘A = Fe&A f’, and the latter holds 
for all finite F c Q iff f” preserves finite meets of principal ideals. Concerning the 
second part of(l), we recall that Q is v-stable iff every finitely generated (=compact) 
ideal is a meet of finitely many principal ideals; hence, under this hypothesis, f is 
weakly ~-stable iff f” preserves finite meets of compact elements. But for a join- 
preserving map between algebraic lattices, this is enough to ensure that it preserves 
all finite meets. 
(2) This is an immediate consequence of (l), if we observe that f = he, is 
ideal-continuous and weakly ~-stable iff h is ideal-continuous and h-stable (see 
Proposition 2.4), and that the extension f” coincides with h.9. 0 
In [lo], the reader will find a similar result on cuts instead of ideals and an 
example showing that the composition of ~-stable maps between finite posets need 
not be A-stable. However, the composition of any two ideal-continuous A-stable 
maps h and k is again ideal-continuous and A-stable. Indeed, for finite F, one 
computes: 
Flh+k+i = Flh+ik+i = Fh+lk+i = Fh+k+l. 
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Hence, given any subcategory R of Q, we may define the subcategory R, whose 
morphisms are A-stable, the full subcategory R” whose objects are v-stable, and 
the subcategory R” whose objects and morphisms are both A- and v-stable (see 
Table 1). 
Table 1 
Category Objects Morphisms 
QA qosets 
PA posets 
Q:: v-stable qosets 
p:: v-stable posets 
J,=J; v -semilattices 
Q0 
P0 
L=J” 
A- and v-stable qosets 
A- and v-stable posets 
bounded lattices 
A,=AO 
c,=cc 
algebraic lattices 
coherent lattices 
~-stable ideal-continuous maps 
A- and v-stable maps 
maps preserving finite meets and arbitrary joins 
co 
On account of the preceding results, each of these categories except A0 and Co 
is a full subcategory of the category Qn. We can now state our first reflection theorem. 
Theorem 2.11. A map h between v-stable qosets Q and R is a Q:- (Q”-)morphism 
iffthereisa uniqueA”- (CO-)morphismg: Q9 + R9ssuch thateog = he,. Furthermore, 
a map f from a v-stable qoset Q into an algebraic (coherent) lattice C is a Qx- 
(QO-)morphism iff there exists a unique A”- (Co-)morphism g: Q9 + C such that 
f = cog. Hence the ideal completion 4 induces functors from Qx, Px and J, to AO, 
and reflectors from Q3, P” and L= Jo to Co, with reflection maps eo. 
It might be tempting to claim that 4: Ql--, A o is a reflector, too; but this is not 
the case, because the candidates for the front adjunctions, i.e., the principal embed- 
dings eo, are QI-morphisms if and only if Q is both A- and v-stable. 
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As we have seen, the ideal extension h4 of any Q”-morphism h maps compact 
ideals to compact ideals. This suggests to consider the following category CB: objects 
are pairs (C, B) where C is a coherent lattice and B is a v- and A-dense subset of 
CY” (hence a join-base of C); the morphisms h between CB-objects (C, B) and 
(C’, B’) are maps between C and C’ that preserve arbitrary joins, finite meets, and 
the join-bases, i.e., Bh+_c B’. Such maps induce a lattice homomorphism between 
CX and C’Yt By restricting CB-morphisms to compact elements, we obtain a functor 
9” from CB to the following category LB: objects are pairs (L, B) where L is a 
bounded lattice and B is a v- and n-dense subset of L; morphisms preserve finite 
joins and meets and the distinguished dense subsets. Now the classical equivalence 
between the category L of bounded lattices and the category CC of coherent complete 
lattices with maps preserving arbitrary joins, finite meets, and compactness, extends 
to an equivalence between Q” and CB. Writing Q’ for the set Qe’, of all principal 
ideals, we arrive at 
Theorem 2.12. The categories Q” and LB are equivalent under the mutually inverse 
functors 2 and $53, where 22 assigns to any Q”-morphism h : Q + R the LB-morphism 
h2’: (Q9YC, Q’) + (R9Yt, R’), J H Jh+i, 
and 93 denotes the restriction of LB-morphisms to the distinguished dense subsets. On 
the other hand, the categories LB and CB are equivalent under the mutually inverse 
functors 9 and YC, where (L, B)4 = (L9, B’) and (C, B)YC = (CYL, B). 
3. Ideal-distributive qosets 
Since distributive algebraic lattices play a central r6le in the topological representa- 
tion theory for ordered structures, it is certainly helpful to have a simple first order 
characterization of so-called ideal-distributive qosets, that is, qosets with distributive 
ideal completion. Such a description has been given in [7] (see also [6] and [lo] 
for more general results on arbitrary standard completions): 
Proposition 3.1. The ideal completion Q9 of a qoset Q is distributive (hence an algebraic 
frame) @for all finite subsets F of Q and all b E Fi, there is a finite subset G of FL 
such that b is a join of G. 
In particular, for (v-semi-)lattices, ideal-distributivity agrees with the usual notion 
of distributivity (cf. [14, 171). By earlier results, the ideal completion functor 9 
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restricts to a reflector from the category of ideal-distributive qosets and ideal- 
continuous maps to the category of algebraic frames and join-preserving maps. In 
order to obtain a restriction of 9 to a functor between a category of ideal-distributive 
qosets and the more common category AF of algebraic frames andframe homomorph- 
isms, i.e., functions preserving arbitrary joins and finite meets, we must impose the 
condition of A-stability on the morphisms between ideal-distributive qosets. 
However, compared with Theorem 2.11, the situation becomes a bit easier in the 
distributive case, because we need not restrict the object class to v-stable qosets, 
as we shall see below. By a prime ideal of a qoset Q we mean a (finitely meet-)prime 
member of the ideal lattice 09, that is, an ideal whose complement is down-directed. 
In particular, prime ideals are always proper. The next result is crucial for the 
topological representation of ideal-distributive posets: 
Proposition 3.2. For a map h between ideal-distributive qosets Q and R, thefollowing 
conditions are equivalent: 
(a) h is A-stable and ideal-continuous. 
(b) h is “prime ideal-continuous”, i.e., inverse images ofprime ideals are prime ideals. 
(c) h9 is a frame homomorphism. 
(d) There exists a (unique) frame homomorphism g : Q9 + R4 with gee = e,h. 
Proof. (a)*(b) Let P be a prime ideal of R. By ideal-continuity, Ph- is an ideal 
of Q. Consider two ideals J and K in Q with J P Ph- and K sZ Ph-. Choosing a E J 
with ah E P and b E K with bh @ P, we obtain ah1 n bhl SL‘ P, and for the set F = {a, b}, 
we compute ah1 n bhl = Fh+l = Flh +i= (aln bl)h+i, whence (aln bl)h+Z P, i.e., 
al n bl TZ Ph-. But al n bl c_ J n K, and consequently J n K cannot be contained in 
Ph-. A similar argument for the empty set yields Ph- # Q, and we conclude that 
Ph- is in fact a prime ideal of Q. 
(b)*(c) The inverse image map h-: R9 + Q9 is well defined because each ideal 
of an ideal-distributive qoset is an intersection of prime ideals and h- preserves 
intersections. (It is remarkable that in ZF set theory without axiom of choice, this 
“prime ideal theorem for qosets” is logically equivalent to the classical prime ideal 
theorem for lattices; see Banaschewski [3,4].) H ence h is ideal-continuous and h4 
preserves arbitrary joins and finite meets, because its upper adjoint h- preserves 
prime elements (see, for example, [13] or [15]). 
(c)a(d) This is clear by Proposition 1.2. 
(d)*(a) Again by Proposition 1.2, h is ideal-continuous. The equations 
Fh’l= Fh+eir\ = Fe&g’/j and Flh+i = FeGl\g 
show that h is A -stable iff g preserves finite meets of principal ideals (cf. Proposition 
2.10(2)), and this condition is certainly necessary for g to be a frame homomorphism; 
under the assumption that Q and R are ideal-distributive, i.e., Q9 and R4 are 
frames, it is also sufficient because the principal ideals are join-dense in the lattice 
of all ideals. 0 
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Using similar arguments, one can characterize those ideal-continuous maps into 
frames whose extension to the ideal completion is a frame homomorphism: 
Proposition 3.3. Let f be an ideal-continuous map from an arbitrary qoset Q into a 
frame C. Then the extension fv : Q9 --, C preservesjinite meets ifff is weakly A -stable. 
Being closed under composition, ideal-continuous A-stable maps between ideal- 
distributive qosets may serve as morphisms of a category DQ, with the following 
full subcategories: 
l DP: ideal-distributive posets and ideal-continuous A-stable maps, 
l DJ: distributive v -semilattices and A -stable v-preserving maps, 
l DM: ideal-distributive A-semilattices and ideal-continuous A-preserving maps, 
l DL: bounded distributive lattices and maps preserving finite joins and meets. 
On the other hand, we have the category F of frames and frame homomorphisms 
with the full subcategories AF of algebraic frames and CF of coherent frames, i.e., 
distributive arithmetic lattices (cf. [ 131). 
Now we may summarize the previous considerations as follows (see also 
Corollary 3.7): 
Corollary 3.4. The ideal rejlector 9 : Q + A restricts to functors from the categories 
DQ, DP, and DJ to AF. 
Again, these functors fail to be reflectors because the principal ideal embeddings 
e. need not be h-stable, even if Q is a distributive v-semilattice (see Example 2.2). 
Proposition 3.5. The following three statements on a qoset Q are equivalent: 
(a) Q is ideal-distributive and A -stable. 
(b) The ideal completion Q9 is a coherent frame. 
(c) The ideal completion map eu is a DQ-morphism. 
Proof. By definition, Q9 is an algebraic frame iff Q is ideal-distributive, and by 
Proposition 2.5, A-stability means that finite intersections of principal ideals are 
compact members of Q9. By the distributive law, this is tantamount to the same 
condition for finitely generated ideals, that is, for compact elements of 09. 0 
Given any subcategory R of Q, we denote by R’ that full subcategory whose 
objects are A-stable. Then DQ^ turns out to be the largesf subcategory of Q 
which is reflected to the category AF of algebraic frames by the ideal completion 
functor 9. 
Theorem 3.6. Thefollowing conditions on a category R with AF G R E Q are equivalent: 
(a) RsDQ’, and for each R-object Q, the embedding eQ is an R-morphism. 
(b) AF is a reflective subcategory of R, with reflector 4 and reflection maps eQ_ 
(c) CF is a reflective subcategory of R, with rejector 4 and reflection maps eQ. 
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Proof. (a)=+(b) and (c) By Proposition 3.5, R s DQ^ implies that Q9 is a coherent 
frame for each Q E R. Furthermore, if f is an R-morphism from Q into an algebraic 
frame C then by Propositions 1.2 and 3.3, there exists a unique AF-morphism 
f” : Q.9 + C with f= eof”; and by Proposition 3.5, f” is even a CF-morphism if C 
is coherent. Finally, for an arbitrary R-morphism h : Q + R, the composite map 
f= he, is again an R-morphism, and f” = h4. 
(b), (c)+(a) For any R-morphism h : Q+ R, the lifted map h9 : Q9 + R9 is a 
frame homomorphism, whence h must be a DQ-morphism (see Proposition 3.2). 
Moreover, Q and R are DQ*-objects because e. and eR are DQ-morphisms, in 
particular A -stable. 0 
Q 
h 
l R 
Corollary 3.7. The ideal functor 9 induces reflectors from the categories DQ”, DP^, 
DJ^, DM = DM^ and DL = DL^ to the subcategories AF and CF. 
For the case of lattices, this result has been established in [2]. 
4. Stone representation 
The classical Stone representation theory leans on the fact that any algebraic 
frame is isomorphic to the topology of a (generalized) Stone space, that is, a sober 
space with a base of compact open sets (see, e.g., [2, 13, 14, 16, 19]), from which 
it follows immediately that any distributive v-semilattice S is isomorphic to the 
base of all compact open sets in a Stone space, because C = S9 is an algebraic 
frame with S- CX. 
In contrast with the situation for v-semilattices, many nonisomorphic posets may 
have isomorphic ideal completions. Therefore, an ideal-distributive poset is in 
general not determined (up to isomorphism) by its spectrum, i.e., by the space of 
prime ideals, endowed with the hull kernel topology (see below). But it is evident 
that such posets correspond to certain bases of the Stone spaces thus obtained. 
Indeed, applying Corollary 1.4 to algebraic frames, we obtain immediately the 
following topological representation of ideal-distributive posets: 
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Proposition 4.1. A poser is ideal-distributive ifSit is isomorphic to a base PA’ of a sober 
(Stone) space such that 92 is meet-dense in the poset of all compact open sets. 
By an earlier remark, the meet-density requirement may be expressed by the 
condition that for all A E 93 and all compact open C (i.e., finite unions of members 
from%‘)withAgC,thereisaBE%withAZBandCsB. 
As explained in [13] and [15], the contravariant open set functor 0 from the 
category T of topological spaces to the category F of frames has a left adjoint, 
namely the spectrum functor Y which assigns to each frame C the spectrum, i.e., 
the set X of all primes endowed with the open sets {x E X: c% x} (c E C). The 
restriction of 0 to the category ST of Stone spaces (with morphisms preserving 
compact open sets under inverse images) gives rise to a duality between ST and 
AFC, the category of algebraic frames and frame homomorphisms preserving com- 
pactness. On the other hand, the latter category is equivalent, via the ideal functor 
4 in one direction and the compact base functor X in the other, to the category 
DJ of distributive v-semilattices and A-stable v-preserving maps. Under the above 
duality, the category SP of spectral spaces, i.e., Stone spaces whose compact open 
sets are stable under finite intersections (cf. [ 15]), corresponds to the category CFC 
of coherent frames and compactness preserving frame homomorphisms, hence to 
the category DL of bounded distributive lattices and maps preserving finite joins 
and meets. The latter duality is well known, but apparently not so its generalization 
to ideal-distributive posets, which we are now going to explain in detail. 
Proposition 4.1 tells us which topological objects are suitable candidates for a 
category SB dual to DP under the composite functor 99: We take pairs (X, 9) 
where 9I is a base of a sober topology on X such that 3 is meet-dense in the set 
of all compact open sets. Morphism between SB-objects (X, 92) and (X’, 93’) are 
functionsf between X and X’ with Bf- E 93 for all B E 93’. Of course, these functions 
are continuous as maps between the corresponding sober spaces, and it is not hard 
to verify that the inverse image map f induces a DP-morphism between 93’ and 93. 
Similarly, on the algebraic side, one has the category AFB whose objects are 
algebraic frames C together with distinguished join-bases B that are meet-dense in 
the set CYt of all compact elements, and frame morphisms preserving these bases. 
The coherent frames with distinguished join-bases that are meet-dense in CrC and 
closed under finite meets form a full subcategory CFB of AFB. 
Putting all pieces together, we are now ready for the announced duality theorem, 
extending the classical duality between DL and SP: 
Theorem 4.2. The category DP of ideal-distributive posets and ideal-continuous 
~-stable maps is dually equivalent to the category of Stone spaces with distinguished 
bases that are meet-dense in the posets of compact open sets, and functions preserving 
these bases under inverse images. 
Under this duality, the category DJ of distributive v -semilattices and ~-stable 
maps preserving jinite joins corresponds to the category ST of Stone spaces, 
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regarded as SB-objects (X, Z%). Furthermore, the category DM of ideal-distributive 
A semilattices and ideal-continuous A -preserving maps corresponds to the full sub- 
category SM of those SB-objects (X, 93) whose bases 93 are closed under finite 
intersections. 
SM 
5. Distributive quasiordered sets 
As we have seen, ideal-distributivity is a rather good substitute for the classical 
distributive law when we are dealing with qosets. However, it has one essential 
draw-back: in contrast to the distributive law for lattices, ideal-distributivity is not 
a self-dual property for qosets, and not even for semilattices. A counterexample has 
been given in [7]: the collection of all subsets of an infinite set S which are either 
finite or have a complement with at most one element form a v-semilattice which 
fails to be ideal-distributive, although the ideal completion of the dual s’ is isomor- 
phic to the power set of S and therefore certainly distributive. Hence one may ask 
for another distributivity condition for qosets that is self-dual and reduces to the 
usual distributive law in case of lattices. A first task would be to consider those 
qosets whose normal completion is distributive. But this condition is too strong for 
our purpose, because even a distributive lattice need not possess a distributive 
normal completion. However, a slight modification will do the job: call a qoset Q 
distributive if so is the sublattice generated by Q (respectively, by the principal 
ideals) in QN, the normal completion of Q. Clearly, this property is self-dual. The 
proof of the subsequent first-order characterizations of distributivity is elementary 
but rather tricky (see [7], where the property in question is referred to as weak 
distributivity): 
Proposition 5.1. 7Ie following statements on a qoset Q are equivalent: 
(a) Q is distributive. 
(b) Foralla,b,cEQ, alnbl~clandbuncu~auimplya~c. 
(c) Foralla,b,cEQ, aln{b,c}ul=(aln{b,c}~)ul. 
(d) For all principal ideals A, B, C of Q, the distributive law 
An(BvC)=(AnB)v(AnC) 
holds in the normal completion QN. 
It is not hard to show that every ideal-distributive qoset is distributive, while the 
converse implication fails, as the aforementioned example demonstrates. However, 
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for A-stable qosets (in particular, for finite qosets and for A-semilattices), distribu- 
tivity and ideal-distributivity are equivalent properties, as was shown in [7]. 
Corollary 5.2. For v- and ~-stable qosets Q (in particular, for finite qosets and for 
bounded lattices), the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) Q is distributive. 
(b) Q is ideal-distributive. 
(c) Q9 is a coherent frame. 
S 
(5) Q is distributive. 
. W 
(b) Q is ideal-distributive. 
(C) 09 is a coherent frame. 
In accordance with earlier notations, we denote by DQ” and DP” the categories 
of v- and ~-stable distributive qosets, respectively posets, together with the v- and 
~-stable maps between them. Then the category DL of bounded distributive lattices 
is a full subcategory of DP”, which in turn is a full subcategory of DP” (see 
Proposition 2.9): 
DL = DJ* G DP” G DPA c DP. 
Finally, on the topological side, we denote by SB” the following full subcategory 
of SB: objects are pairs (X, 3) where % is a base of a spectral space (X, F) such 
that C%’ is (finitely!) h-dense in the lattice of all compact open sets. Then we see 
that the Stone duality for ideal-distributive posets restricts to a duality between the 
categories DP” and SBO. Moreover, a poset P is a DP”-object iff so is the dual l? 
Hence, this is perhaps the most satisfactory extension of the Stone duality from 
lattices to posets. 
Concluding remark. Replacing finite sets by sets whose cardinality is less than a 
fixed cardinal m, one may extend most of the results in Sections l-3 to the more 
general setting of so-called m-ideals. The notions adapted to this generalization are 
m- v -complete, m- v -dense, m-v -preserving, m- v -stable, m- v -compact etc., and their 
order-theoretical duals (cf. [6]). However, the Stone representation theory is restric- 
ted to the case m = w (the least infinite cardinal), because m-algebraic frames need 
not be spatial (i.e., isomorphic to a topology) for m > w. 
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